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PROLOGUE

THE SPARK

n the time before, nothing was all.
It stretched vast and fathomless, a den of infinity.
Alone in the void dreamed Makina. Everseer was She, Divine
Dynamo brooding in the dark of absence. Yet lo—within the Forge of
Her mind flickered a spark of life. The first light of the Way.
The Everseer looked upon this nothingness and was not content. Thus
She spake, calling into the void the first word.
“BE.”
And Makina set about Her work.
She laid out Her infinite and infallible plan as a foundation for all
things, seen and unseen, known and unknown. Across this, She stretched
vii
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the Expanse, which was the course of all-time. And to drive existence forward, Makina crafted the gears of fate. Then smiled the Great Engineer
upon this, Her sacred machine.
Yet Her creation had no function. And She was not content.
So Makina did take of Her own flesh, tearing out a piece of Her
heart of Ore. And from this did She form Mehk, from its grandest peak
to its lowest crevasse. And from the rent in Her body poured forth Her
lifeblood, glistening silver flux, and it pooled upon the world to become the
mighty seas.
Lo, the Everseer did weep, for She loved Her creation.
And Her tears were embers, scattering across the world. From Her
mouth a sweet breath did blow, stoking the embers with life. And from
the living Ore did sprout the first mehkans, embers bright, and they went
forth to see Her work.
Thus, with a spark of life, Her sacred machine engaged.
Praise be to Makina, Divine Dynamo, beloved Mother of Ore.
Accord I: Edicts 01–09

1
WANTED

ieromylous T.R. Pynch
was snoring on the patchwork
floor, puddled like a deflated
tire, when the building around
him shifted with a weary groan.
He snorted awake and found
himself surrounded by gray,
decomposing walls. It took him
a groggy moment to remember
where he was.

viii
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Right. He and the Marquis were in Sen Ta’rine. Imprisoned.
Mr. Pynch scratched at his bushel of spiny hair, which
matched the scraggly mess of his muttonchops and brows.
The fat nozzle in the middle of his lumpy face rotated like the
cylinder of a revolver, and his mouth crumpled into a scowl.
The lanky Marquis was still bustling about on his telescoping limbs, just as he had been when Mr. Pynch passed
out. The Marquis scrubbed with a tattered hanky at the array
of lenses wreathing his signal lamp head and plucked at his
metal-threaded tuxedo. Damnable busybody lumilows barely
ever slept, Mr. Pynch noted. No wonder they were so uptight.
A wash of early light bled through the tattered skin of the
walls, exposing its shadowy, bat-wing scaffolding. The suns
were already up? That would mean they had been confined in
this blasted, dilapidated tower for nearly fourteen clicks.
“If yer gonna tromple about like that,” grumbled Mr.
Pynch, “at least try and peep us out an escapement.”
The Marquis narrowed the shutters on his opticle eye and
flared back an illuminated message: Flick-flick-flash.
“Don’t you go scapegoatin’ me, ya puffed up muteling!”
Mr. Pynch blustered. “I forewarned ya. ‘Best lay low after
our little transaction with the bleeders,’ I said. And what do
you do? Jaunt over to the nearest Sliverytik parlor, lose our
hard-won gauge in a single toss, and then make a grandiose
spectacle of it!” Mr. Pynch rose and puffed up his belly, causing his spines to nudge out from the flaps of his overcoat.
“If it wasn’t for you, we never would have gotten ambushed
and incarcified.”

The Marquis pointed at Mr. Pynch with a tainted white
glove and blasted back a glaring argument.
“Oh, puddlemudge!” Mr. Pynch retorted. “I didn’t encourage you one smidgeon!”
Flickery-flash. The opticle blasted an even brighter message.
“Well, if I did, it was just the viscollia talking!”
Blinkety-flash-flash!
“Look now, I’ve had just about enough o’ yer—”
FLASHY-FLASH!
“ME? You be the one that’s yelling!”
The partners threw up their hands and stalked away from
each other. Mr. Pynch grumbled to himself, irritated.
He thought back to their abduction. At first, he had
assumed it was the Foundry, but then his nozzle had detected
the distinctive musk of their captors. There was no doubt—
they were in the custody of mehkies.
But who? And why?
All they could tell was that they were still somewhere in the
slums of the Heap. Mr. Pynch and the Marquis had been blindfolded in transit, but left alone in their cell, they had peeled up
the shriveled skin of a wall to find themselves looking down
on the city, teetering at the top of a skeletal sendrite skyscraper.
Only two ways out—a barricaded door or a long drop
down.
A click came from the nearby hatch, then a dull grind like
an axe being sharpened as the door swung open.
Five figures entered. The first was a volmerid, his tremendously oversized right arm barely fitting through the door.

2
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Even though they knew his imposing bulk was mostly shaggy
brown steel wool, Mr. Pynch and the Marquis couldn’t help
but backpedal. His fist of a face was hard and curled, glaring out from behind his matted coat. Like most simpleminded
volmerids, this one was probably nothing more than a grunt
and a thug. They would find no ally in him.
Spilling in behind the vol was a trio of identical shapes
that melted into the shadows like liquid jets of black. Aios. Mr.
Pynch didn’t mind untrustworthy types—in fact, they made
up the majority of his clientele—but the aios’ inscrutability
and cultish secrecy was something else altogether. Glimpsing
an aio’s cloaklike form or its gnarls of stabby limbs usually
meant someone had hired the spook to kill you. Three aios,
well, that was an unheard of kind of bad.
Then Mr. Pynch saw the last figure enter the room and
breathed a hearty sigh of relief. “Jubilations and salutations,”
he beamed. “Immoderately pleased to make yer acquaintance.”
The newcomer glided across the floor, the supple belt
of her lower half humming through a glinting framework
of rollers. Her body was draped in flexible metal bands that
wound through her sprocketed figure like a helical gown. A
pair of keen coppery eyes perched high on the long mask of
her face.
The thiaphysi were regarded for their intellect and eloquence, but Mr. Pynch’s sudden enthusiasm was due to their
reputation for sentimentality (and gullibility). As the ribbons
of her body whirled through her rollers, the mehkan’s slender

fingers danced across the belts, emitting a singsong voice
from her hands.
“I apologize for your undignified treatment,” the thiaphysi
said, “but immediate action was required, and secrecy is our
priority. We know what you have done.”
“Pardon?” Mr. Pynch’s mouth was suddenly dry. The
Marquis’s shutters fluttered anxiously.
“The conflict in the Vo-Pykarons,” she continued. “The
part you two played in hindering the capture of liodim.”
Mr. Pynch’s nozzle ticked, trying to sniff out a mood on
the thiaphysi. He detected the bitter tang of irritation. Was she
angry about the Vo-Pyks? Perhaps these mehkies were bleeder
collaborators, planning on selling him and the Marquis out.
“We had no intention of tampering with the Foundry’s
operations. Me associate and I endeavored to avoid engaging—”
“It was a noble deed,” she interrupted, the words emanating from her hands. “You have our deepest gratitude.”
“—until we could strategize the most effective means of
disrupting the cull,” continued Mr. Pynch without missing a
beat. “If there be one thing we cannot abide, it be injustice.
We felt the urgent need to rescue the liodim posthaste.”
Blinkety-blink-flash, the Marquis strobed with excitement.
The thiaphysi glanced at the Marquis but gave no indication that she understood. Prompted by his partner’s urgent
words, Mr. Pynch looked again at the thiaphysi and her
cohorts and gasped as he saw the familiar symbol adorning
their chests.

4
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Well, rust take him! How could he have missed that?
“To be downright frankly with you,” Mr. Pynch confessed
with a grimy golden smile, “we had little choice in the matter.
It felt to be our duty. Our function, you might say.”
Their captors exchanged a brief look.
“You are Waybound?” she asked, clutching a delicate fist
over her blood-red dynamo.
“Praise the gears!” Mr. Pynch proclaimed. The Marquis
emitted a burst of joyous light. “Here we were, cogitating that
we were the only pilgrims left in the Lateral Provinces still
adhering to the edicts. Well, that be that. I suppose we’ll be on
our way then. Gettin’ on with doing Her good work.”
“Of course,” came the thyaphysi’s gestured words. “Perhaps you intend to bring Her message back to the Gauge Pit?”
The Marquis’s opticle faded. The pungent stab of pure
loathing curdled in Mr. Pynch’s nozzle.
“Now it not be . . .” he began, then stopped to collect his
racing thoughts. “What precisely did you hear? The facts be
obscure, but I most suredly assure you, they do exonerate us.”
“Silence,” snarled the volmerid, shaking his matted mane
of steel wool. He retracted the chain-link digits of his grotesquely swollen fist with a snap.
Mr. Pynch and the Marquis saw a ripple of movement in
the corner. They turned to face the aios—the ghastly mehkies
were closer, now within striking distance, frozen like statues
of black ice. They hadn’t made a sound.
“We know all about you,” the thiaphysi said, the movements of her speaking hands choppy across her spiraling

ribbons. “Informants and parasites. You vowed to protect the
children, then betrayed them.” Her fingers were an agitated
blur.
Unconsciously, Mr. Pynch’s hands fluttered to the rough
stitches that Phoebe had made on his green silk necktie. “The
bleeders?” he asked, confused. “What they be to you?”
“That is not your concern,” she stated harshly. “You are
prisoners. Fugitives of the Foundry for your actions in the
Vo-Pykarons, reviled by us for deceiving the children.” She
lowered her singsong voice. “Your embers are forfeit.”
Mr. Pynch braced himself, tensing his legs to evade the
attack he knew must be coming. The Marquis tightened his
grip on his dingy umbrella.
“And yet . . .” she said, the silken belts slowing through
her hands. “There is another way. Makina shapes a path even
for those who are lost. You must make amends.”
“What way?” queried Mr. Pynch. “What you be wanting?”
“Not what we want. What She wants. We will spare you.
In exchange, you will serve Her.”
Flicker-flash-blink.
Mr. Pynch agreed with the Marquis. This did not bode
well.
“Aid us in our strike against the Foundry.” The thiaphysi
leaned in very close, and her potent hate made Mr. Pynch want
to cap his nozzle. “Or we, the Covenant, will send you to meet
Her beyond the Shroud.”
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ames Goodwin adjusted his broad frame in the
absurdly ornate armchair to keep its stony cushion from cutting off his circulation. It never failed to amaze him how
gaudy and outmoded these people’s taste was, with none of the
Foundry’s modern, streamlined elegance. Through a circular
window trimmed with brocaded curtains, he saw ponderous
clouds enveloping the embassy, while the yellow and indigo
flag of Trelaine snapped fiercely in the winds from the bay.
Normally, it was good to return to Albright City. Not today.
He had been alone in this oppressive office for an hour,
taking care not to glance at the Omnicams, lest it convey

impatience. Premier Lavaraud was undoubtedly taking pleasure
in keeping him waiting, but Goodwin would not acknowledge
the insult. He sat inert, gazing placidly at the patriotic busts
and tedious porcelain knickknacks vainly adorning every shelf.
“Be submissive and present the offer as we instructed.”
“You will not return until he agrees to the new terms.”
The voices of the enigmatic Board in Foundry Central
were like drips of poison in his mind. As part of Goodwin’s
punishment, a silver bud had been grafted to his inner ear,
and it was still sore where the device had been affixed. Now
there was no way to evade their pestilent words.
In all his years working for the Foundry, he had only met
the five representatives, or directors, as they were known.
Of course, their faces had changed on occasion as one was
demoted or replaced, but their purpose was always the same:
to speak for the Board. No one knew a thing about the
Foundry’s true masters—not their number, their identities, or
their ultimate intentions. Until receiving this detestable earpiece, Goodwin had never even heard their voices. Now he
was never free of them. It was just one of many humiliations
he had suffered in the long hours since the fall of the Citadel.
“Address him at all times as ‘Your Excellency.’ ”
“Assume all responsibility.”
One line was repeated over and over, as if he could forget:
“We are listening.”
At last, Lavaraud entered, brushing past Goodwin without
a word of greeting. He was dressed in a long, traditional Trelainian topcoat of dark blue silk, secured by ivory fastenings.
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Though the Premier was a small man, he was whip lean and
imposing with a sepulchral face capped in a helmet of saltand-pepper hair. Lavaraud’s eyes were dark, hooded by heavy
lids that seemed to blink in slow motion.
“Your Excellency,” Goodwin intoned, forcing a kindly
smile. “You have my thanks for meeting on such short notice.”
“I detest your city,” Lavaraud stated, his heavily accented
voice hard and inexpressive, as he sat behind a vast mahogany
desk. “I arrive in ungodly heat and now this?” He gestured to
the overcast sky outside. “I detest all things . . . unpredictable.”
“Yet we are honored by your presence,” Goodwin replied.
“Your Excellency,” instructed a voice in Goodwin’s earpiece.
“Your Excellency,” he added.
“Praise him for allowing diplomatic relations to resume.”
“Allow me to express our gratitude that Trelaine has chosen to ally with Meridian, Your Excellency. We are fortunate
to have such a committed partner for peace. Needless to say,
the day your nation leaves the Quorum will be a momentous
occasion.”
“Let us be clear,” the Premier declared. “You are buying
our conditional loyalty, and we have accepted. Conditionally.
A bribe, nothing more. Now come to the point. You are not
here to merely ooze flattery.”
Goodwin ran a hand through his snow-white hair, brushing his tender ear where the bud was implanted. “Of course,
Your Excellency. As you recall, your shipment of metal substrates, ultra-high-tensile ingots, beams, and components was

to arrive in full by the week’s end. Unfortunately, we are experiencing a series of production setbacks that has led to key raw
materials being contaminated, thus—”
“You take me for a fool?” bellowed Lavaraud as he sprang
to his feet. “You would toy with Trelaine at such a time? How
dare you try and scheme your way out of this!”
“Remain contrite.”
“Mollify him. This is the crucial moment.”
“Your Excellency,” pleaded Goodwin, clutching his hands
together. “I share your frustration. Which is precisely why I
have come to you with a more favorable offer.”
“He will acquiesce. Trelaine’s economy needs this.”
“Favorable for whom?” seethed Lavaraud.
“Trelaine, of course,” Goodwin softly explained. “I believe
you will be quite pleased with the generous compensation. All
we ask is your continued patience and understanding.”
“Patience! All your promises, all your puffery and rhetoric. Pah!” he spat. “Admiral Imaro is right to lobby for the
Quorum to cease peace talks with Meridian. Perhaps war is
the only option.”
“Submit, James.”
“This is your doing. Assume all responsibility.”
“Your failure at the Citadel has caused this predicament.”
“Your Excellency. I know you are a prudent and honorable
man. I know that you seek only what is best for your people.
Please, hear me out.”
“And why would I trust a word of what you have to say?

10
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You break one vow, then offer another.” Lavaraud sneered.
“What kind of man are you?”
Goodwin lowered his head, sighed heavily, and began to
weave his story. “A man disgraced, I confess. In my haste to
expedite the process, I issued an order to bypass the Foundry’s
usual inspection regimen. That is how your shipment came to
be contaminated. Rather than send you an inferior product,
I have elected to personally beg your forgiveness. And as a
sign of good faith, I am prepared to improve upon my initial
offer.”
Lavaraud’s stare bored into him. Goodwin withdrew a
document from his coat pocket.
“One half of the agreed-upon shipment, delivered as
scheduled by the end of the week, prior to the Council of
Nations conference,” Goodwin said. “The remaining half,
plus an additional ten percent in raw materials, will be delivered no more than two weeks later.”
Lavaraud scoured the document as he dropped into his
seat.
For the first time since the earpiece had been implanted,
Goodwin savored a moment of silence as the Board awaited
the Premier’s response.
“Twenty percent,” Lavaraud uttered through clenched
teeth.
Goodwin furrowed his heavy white brows.
“And because of your failure,” Lavaraud added, “I must
delay Trelaine’s exit from the Quorum.”

“But Your Excellency, I—”
“Let him speak, James.”
“Until I see this payment in full, how can there be trust?
The Foundry must prove its dedication to our alliance before I
can make such a bold declaration and abandon my comrades.”
“Let him have this small victory.”
“But ensure that he doesn’t jeopardize our deal in the interim.”
“I understand your concerns,” Goodwin said. “The
Foundry, of course, will need your assurance that Trelaine
will remain neutral and make no further commitments to the
Quorum.”
Lavaraud gave a slight nod. “For the time being.”
“Accept.”
“Then it is done.” Goodwin returned the document to
his breast pocket. “Our team will revise the amendment as
discussed and return it for your signature within the hour. I
assure you. There will be nothing else . . . unpredictable.”
Goodwin chuckled, but the Premier was not amused. He
pushed a button on his desk, and a security escort appeared.
“My profound thanks for your understanding, Your
Excellency,” Goodwin said with a hand pressed over his heart,
“and again my most humble apologies.”
He bowed to Lavaraud and followed the escort out of the
room, maintaining his expression of heartfelt repentance until
his back was to the Premier.
“We approve.”
“An acceptable performance.”
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Never had Goodwin groveled so. He was a worn-out old
lion, tormented and tamed, forced to perform tricks for invisible ringmasters. It sickened him to the core.
He was escorted out the embassy’s front doors and into the
sinking sauna of the day’s foul weather. His suit clung to him
like a wet bandage as he was led down a hedge-lined walkway,
through lofty wrought-iron gates, and off the premises.
“Where is my driver?” Goodwin muttered as the embassy
doors clanged shut behind him.
“Ten minutes.”
His lips curled in a knot—the insults were never ending.
“A taxi then,” he muttered.
Despite the humid drizzle, Goodwin straightened his
lapels and held his head high as he marched down the sidewalk. The florid stonework walls of the embassy, weatherworn
and spattered in years of pigeon filth, were an eyesore. They
diminished the swooping grace of Albright City’s iconic bronze
streetlights. Goodwin’s resentment grew with every step.
A convoy of black Autos approached with predatory speed.
Three vehicles squealed to a stop by the curb while another
two hurtled into position, cutting off any retreat.
“What is this?” he demanded.
“Be patient, James. Your Auto is in transit.”
A door flashed open. Agents in black suits and sunglasses
emerged to scan the streets—not Watchmen.
“We have a problem,” Goodwin muttered.
“What is it?”
“Here, Mr. Goodwin,” said an agent, opening the back

door of one of the Autos. A group of familiar faces stared out
at him.
“James. Report.”
He ducked inside the Auto and settled onto its luxurious leather seat as the door slammed shut. Goodwin nodded
pleasantly to the five scowling officials that surrounded him.
The gentleman in the middle was remarkably handsome,
tanned and fit, with meadow-green eyes and sculpted chestnut
hair dusted with just enough gray to warrant the word “distinguished.” At the moment, his famous face was devoid of its
trademark smile.
“Hello, Mr. President,” Goodwin said, nodding to the
others. “Ladies and gentlemen of the Cabinet. What a pleasant surprise.”
“Saltern?”
“Find out what he wants.”
“We have no time for his petty grievances.”
“The hell it is,” Saltern snapped. “Where have you been
hiding, James? We’ve been trying to track you down for a
week.”
The sunken face of Dr. Jules Plumm flashed across
Goodwin’s mind—the two of them sharing that precious bottle of Chequoisie on the now-fallen Citadel’s balcony.
“Abroad,” Goodwin lied. “Attending to operations overseas.” Not even the President of Meridian was permitted to
know about the existence of Mehk and the Foundry’s secret
dealings there.
“No more evasions,” cut Saltern. “Explain yourself.”

14
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“Pardon me?” Goodwin replied. He was not accustomed to
being addressed in such a way, much less by this petulant man.
“You’re negotiating with the Trels,” Saltern interrupted.
“Behind my back!”
Goodwin considered the members of the Cabinet.
“That’s right,” Saltern continued. “I know all about your
little deal with Lavaraud. What are you up to?”
It took tremendous effort for Goodwin to keep his tone
cordial. “Time was of the essence, Mr. President. You know
that under normal circumstances, I much prefer to consult with
you directly. But the Foundry saw an opportunity to undercut
the Quorum’s hold, and we acted. Of course, we did so knowing it was your intent to seek a peaceful settlement to—”
“Not by selling out to the enemy!” snarled the President.
“We are not selling,” Goodwin corrected. “We are buying.”
“If you think that silkbelly will be won over by your bribes,
James, then you are a bona fide idiot.”
“Do not presume to—” Goodwin began, his words sharp.
“Keep your temper! We cannot afford to antagonize him.”
“Tell him whatever you have to. Just be rid of him.”
“If this gets out, there will be a feeding frenzy,” Saltern
growled. “Prime Minister Kura of Moalao called my administration ‘a mob of sniveling piglets.’ I have an election in less
than a year, James. The last thing I need is the Foundry undermining my authority with backroom deals!”
Goodwin took a deep breath. “Mr. President, I was
only—”
“And just what do you think happens when the rats suspect

we are weak? They come in a swarm. Well, it is my job to protect the people of Meridian.”
“Sir, I was pursuing a diplomatic solution on your behalf.”
“You’ll do nothing without my involvement, understand?
Nothing. I am not, I repeat, NOT the Foundry’s puppet!”
“Defuse the situation and leave.”
Goodwin had suffered enough of little men shouting at
him. But he resigned himself, relaxed the growing tension in
his shoulders, and swallowed down his pride.
“On behalf of the Foundry, I apologize for circumventing
your command, Mr. President,” said Goodwin, the epitome
of calm. “The error was mine alone, and it will not happen
again.”
“Let’s hope not,” Saltern huffed, and his Cabinet looked
on in approval. “Now is not the time to cozy up to these thugs.
We need to put our foot down and stand tall, or this great
nation will never be secure.” An advisor whispered something
into the President’s ear. “Cancel your deal with Lavaraud.”
It took all Goodwin’s willpower to not strike the man.
“And put everything you promised him directly into
Meridian’s defenses.”
“I . . .” Goodwin assumed his friendliest expression.
“Of course, Mr. President. I will submit it to the Board for
approval.”
“No,” ordered Saltern. “If you can find the resources for
those conniving Trels, then you can do the same for your own
country. Do it now. You’re the Chairman of the Foundry, are
you not?”
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It hit him like a sucker punch. There was no way Saltern
could have known, but still the words wounded. Goodwin hid
his fury behind a professional smile.
“I will begin the transfer process this very day.”
“That’s more like it.” Saltern knocked on the window, and
an agent opened the door. Goodwin was abruptly dismissed.
“Oh, and James,” the President called. “Step out of line
again and there will be real consequences.”
The door shut, and the convoy sped away.
“Return to Mehk.”
“Chairman Obwilé has a new assignment for you.”
Goodwin’s icy eyes stared after the Autos.
Chairman Obwilé. He was not ready to accept those
words. That conniving little worm had seized the opportunity
and stolen his title. This was not how things were supposed
to be. Not at all.
The bruised sky growled, and a warm rain fell. He huddled
his shoulders and pulled up his collar against the downpour.
Deputy Manager Goodwin waited for his driver, who was
nowhere in sight.

18
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RUSTING
RITES

he Covenant camp was submerged in a canyon overgrown with bulbous, branching growths that looked like
a network of pitch-black neurons. A few beams of sunlight
and the ghostly glow of cocoon lanterns painted everything
in mournful shadows. Hundreds of mehkans were assembled
in silent reverence, crowded into the temple courtyard. They
dotted niches in the walls and perched on cast-iron vegetation
that filled the canyon.
Movement caught Phoebe’s attention, and she turned her
bloodshot eyes upward. The camp was hidden at the base
of a primeval jungle, concealed by a camouflaged roof that
19
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mimicked the surrounding undergrowth. She watched the silhouette of a beast lumber across the canopy and envied the
wandering creature. All she wanted was to be free from this
place, from this moment—to vanish into the jungle without
a trace.
Phoebe was a husk. She hadn’t slept or eaten since they had
arrived the previous day. She hardly knew anything anymore.
All she knew was agony. And that this was her dad’s
funeral.
A platform of dark, polished ore had been erected atop a
fresh grave, one among many gently sloping mounds. Micah
and Dollop stood on either side of her in solemn vigil, surrounded by the Covenant. Dollop whispered translations of
the prayers and proceedings, but his hazy words washed over
her. Micah was silent and stoic, his jaw set firmly and her
father’s Dervish rifle slung over his shoulder.
He hadn’t moved more than an arm’s length from her
since their encounter with the Ona’s likeness at the Hearth.
She knew he must have been drowning in grief too, aching to
spill it out, but she was glad he kept it to himself. Or maybe
the relentless knife of loss had carved away his words.
On the platform before them, three axials in shiny robes
shuffled about, reciting prayers in Rattletrap to which the
crowd responded in unison. Phoebe was fixated on the raised
bier behind them, the altar where her father had been laid. All
she wanted was to see his face, but her view was obscured.
The voices of the Covenant gathered into a rumbling vibration

that she could feel in her belly. Their prayer shifted like snow
banks, harmonies melting into one another in dreamy patterns. Then Axial Phy stepped forward.
“Come, Loaii,” she croaked, reaching a hand out to
Phoebe.
Her gut twisted. She could feel hundreds of expectant eyes.
“No,” Phoebe whimpered. “Tell them to do it without me.”
Dollop gently took her arm to guide her forward.
“Hey, she don’t want to,” Micah hissed, grabbing her other
arm to hold her back.
“Sh-she must!” Dollop insisted. “Phoebe is-is his only
cl-clan. Only she c-can bear the rust for him.”
“But she said . . .”
Micah’s words crumbled as Phoebe pulled from his grip.
She mounted the steps as if in a trance. The collective
moan of the crowd grew louder. Axial Phy, her face half-hidden
by the twinkling chains that dangled from her headpiece,
clutched Phoebe’s hand firmly. Her arthritic claws were warm,
the skin loose and crinkled like a dried leaf. The axial turned
Phoebe around to face the crowd, and she hadn’t the strength
to resist.
The Covenant camp stared. Phoebe kept her head down,
not brave enough to face the chanting sea, the penetrating eyes.
It was all she could do to pretend that none of this was real.
The crowd parted and five figures stepped forth. Phoebe
recognized Orei, her shifting body of midnight-blue rings
glinting. With her was the hulking crane-claw mehkan known
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as Treth and three others who must have also been Covenant
Overguards. They carried an ancient hunk of metal that came
up to Phoebe’s belly, and with a gritty clunk, they set it at her
feet.
Wide at the base and tapered at the top, the artifact was
layered in carvings and bored through with an arrangement
of holes. There was a circular window encrusted in years of
green patina that displayed its gleaming heart—a column of
interlocking golden teeth like the markings of a dynamo.
“Turn the gears, Loaii,” spoke Axial Phy as she motioned
to a handle jutting from the side of the device.
Hands pressed on Phoebe’s shoulders, and she obeyed
their command to kneel. She tugged weakly at the crank, but
the mechanism was rusted and its teeth wouldn’t budge. Out
of the corner of her eye, she saw Micah move to help, but
Dollop held him back.
Phoebe tried again, throwing her weight against the handle. Reluctantly, the gears groaned and began to inch forward.
The artifact released a shriek like an animal in pain, and the
Covenant’s collective prayer rose in pitch to match it. Phoebe
strained her entire body. The screech clawed through her, as
piercing and wretched as her own suffering. She poured herself
into the effort, focusing every ounce of pain into the exertion.
The raucous scream of the device reached a crescendo,
as did the mehkan chant. Just when she thought she might
collapse, Axial Phy pulled her back. The grating mechanism
continued to steadily churn, caught up in the momentum she

had created. Then the crowd went quiet, and Phoebe heard
something new as the noise molted its harshness like dead skin.
It was a strange musical tone quite unlike anything she
had ever heard. The resonance was eerie, wavering and multiplying, wrought with an aching sadness beyond words.
It was a dirge, like a choir of iron angels.
A warm sensation spread across the back of her head, then
trickled down her neck. She looked up with a start—the axials
were emptying a decanter on top of her, anointing Phoebe in
a pearlescent substance that was thick as glue. They manipulated the stuff with great care as it flowed over her.
She gasped, too stunned to protest.
The axials eased Phoebe to her feet as the viscous liquid seeped down her shoulders and arms, all the way to the
ground. The priestesses worked their hands in darting movements, sculpting the fluid into billowing sheets, contoured to
her slender frame. It oozed over her head to form a cowl, and
a veil of rivulets gelled into swaying beads before her face.
The material dried and darkened to a lifeless orange-brown,
congealing into a smooth film like the membrane of an egg.
The world went quiet.
At first, Phoebe assumed the mournful tone had stopped,
but she could see that the gears continued to churn. The axials’
mouths were moving in a chant, yet she heard nothing. The
absence of noise was absolute. Whatever this supple garment
was, it embraced her in merciful silence.
Axial Phy bent down and gathered up a pile of rust that
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had flaked off the artifact’s gears. She parted Phoebe’s veil
and smudged red runes onto her forehead. The old mehkan
trickled the rest of the rust into Phoebe’s cupped hands.
Then Phoebe was led to the raised bier where her father
lay. As she approached, all warmth drained away.
Her father had been laid out on a dark slab framed in
decorative coils of burnished copper vine. His body had been
rubbed from head to toe in flaking gold leaf so that he glowed
like a setting sun. He looked blissful, an ancient idol, a remnant from some vanished civilization. Through her smear of
tears, Phoebe could still see a cruel splotch of red marring
the gold—the fatal wound on his chest where Kaspar had
struck him.
An uncontrollable seizure of grief shook her.
Axial Phy guided Phoebe’s hands to sprinkle the rust
over her father’s body. Her tears fell with the flakes. The five
Covenant Overguards held the copper vines and unwound
them from wide, flat seed casings. The growths were natural
pulleys, and as the mehkans fed out the vines, hand over hand,
the slab shifted and descended like an elevator.
She was not ready for this. She would never be ready.
Because of the soundproof shawl, all she could hear was her
own rasping breath as her father sank to his final resting place.
Phoebe watched the glimmer of her father’s golden form
fade into the ore, the splotch of blood going black—her one
and only dying light. Her mind plunged with him into darkness.
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creeeeee. Screee.
Pain is all that’s left of me. All that I am.
Greencoats found me at the Citadel. Brought me here, to their lab at
the Depot. So close to the tunnel home. Yet they keep me in Mehk. Keep
me on this slab. My prison.
They used to come in, with starched collars and flaking dry skin.
Stank of antiseptic, masking my spoiled blood on their hands. I tried to
fight. Tried to scream. Could only gurgle and splatter.
So they don’t come in anymore.
Blinding lights. The white was too much, erupting in my eyes. I closed
them. Didn’t help. Lids too thin, transparent as insect wings.
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